ABSTRACT: Media are sites where information is conveyed from person to person, or from location to location. In the beginning of the 1990s, the increase of the internet led to an increasing global network populace. A network populations have increased entrance for data, more public speakers, and a stronger capacity to act together. Political society in the global social media is a fact of life, with many participants – ordinary people, politicians, NGOs, telecommunications companies, tech providers, and governments as a whole. Clear, concrete and speeding up social media revolution within the Indian political scene. Taking into account the upcoming elections in Lok Sabha, this paper aims to investigate the effects of social media. The Indian policies of Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and YouTube. The Indian political parties are definitely considered a way to reach out to the electorate through social media, but can they affect Lok Sabha election into exactly a similar mode like as Obama? The rise of the youth population in India has made the social media more relevant. Since they are the Internet users in India the most. Can the social media and young people change the Indian policy wave? These and some more Indian policy issues will be discussed in this report.
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INTRODUCTION

Social media’s represents the actual atmosphere & its each speaking. Social media’s promote the open webpage through involving user into social diagrams, other users and the public to engage, comment and build content. Social media platform have arose like a crucial medium wherever people can speak about daily problems as well as national issues. Facebook, Twitter and You Tube in the 21st century are not just internet inventions, they very easily emerge as influencers and producers of opinions. Social networking services are a platform to create social networking networks. Researchers describe social media’s like the collection of website-oriented application which create over Web2.0 ideas & technology and allow user generated contents to be shared and exchanged. The social network websites permit operators for sharing idea, image, post, activity, evens & interest by individual within its networking and they provide an ability to connect with users through the Internet [1]. Social media are therefore a two-way street, not only supplying with information, but also communicating with us when sharing information and encouraging contact with other people.

This contact may be in the form of requesting public input, encouraging us to elect over the articles else recommending film oriented at an evaluations by peoples for matched interest [2]. In social media’s, knowledge & views are now made possible to move across networks, such as tides in a pond and amplify ideas, which allow any individual for participating like opinions leaders, not only via passive consumption, through media production and dissemination. Since pre-independent Nigeria, the media have been very relevant. The nationalists used the media in battling demons from their territories called colonial rulers. The media revealed all the en-slavery practices of the colonial powers, and the media gave justification for independent struggles. Media are sites where information is conveyed from person to person, or from location to location. The communication consists of the transmission of message, data, information or events from person to person or from place to place to inform, awaken, raise knowledge, change attitude, encourage, increase efficiency, defend, etc. Marketing strategy in media is an element. Newspapers, TV, radio, hand-bills, beam-boards and pamphlets are among media outlets. Mass media is focused on reaching many people in different places at the same time.

Mass media culture was born from a fight for democracy and equality, including freedom of expression, freedom of speech and self-expression. In 1700 this battle was taken into account. Elite leaders have since invested greatly in developing the media industry to meet their diverse target audiences worldwide [3]. The
Politics at all stages of their operations are particularly important to the media. It promotes the involvement of people in politics, which involve registering representatives of political parties, registration of voters, elections and electoral campaigns and management of voters. Journalists have a responsibility to ensure that the majority of people know the reality of governance problems well. A veteran journalist has claimed, to take a leaf from Jakande Lateef, that "the press is more critical than the government's other functions because not one of them has such a strong impact on the life of millions of people. “Four primary media types are: conventional media, print media, electronic media and social media. Traditional media of transmission and communication are a system focused on the use of traditional devices such as speakers, flutes, city criers, pamphlets, books, magazines, newsletters, newsletters etc.; and the electronic media, through electronic devices like TV, radio, monitor, Microphone, Megaphone, etc, are forms of distribution of knowledge and communication by electronic devices. Social media is the latest approach to disseminating data and communications through electronic social networks that take advantage of search engines like Web, Twitter, You-tube, Google-Chrome, What App, Ya Hoo Massager, Nimbuzz, Facebook, Instagram, etc. It improves the productivity and efficacy of team management. This increases contact and information gathering for lawmakers quicker and more conveniently, and meets people in a more focused way and vice versa without intermediate requirements, such as the mass media. Online feedback, comments, political campaigns, conversations and discussions and support and involvement in offline events are produced. Details and messages are released in personal networks, so that new markets can be met [4].

The biggest problem for the media is that there is a lack of factual, honest and impartial reporting standards. It affects organizations and the political terrace favourably and at best gives a fairly limited coverage or works worse as virtual advertising machines for a certain political group. Clearly, certain questions are contextual, and there is no common line of reasoning, and to a certain extent, it would negate the goal of the free press if all news outlets published in passivity what they see and did not have an empirical viewpoint. Furthermore, the existence of media spreads rapidly, the dynamics of politics shift, online politics gain ground, and some politicians are hosting and running websites for policy activities. The above are limited to people who are already politically involved and able to navigate the Internet. Others are less sensitive to the situation. For starters, the most significant sources of political knowledge are still television news and print and on-line journals. It has re-designed existing democratic communication systems and processes by shaping how politicians communicate with people and each other [5]. The role of this trend in growing political knowledge, engagement and involvement in elections, however, is incomparable.

The key aim of modern democracy is to build media empires, in which a vast amount of media assets has been centralized and political practices exert control. Such individuals may therefore send a strong political message for or against a political institution through their respective media outlets, from any point in the political sphere. This is especially dangerous as segments of the population are more exposed to a certain media system, either because it is so common or because alternative media outlets are lacking. In fact, the media provides a forum for regulation and governance balance. In the past, rapid growth has led to the creation of political dispensers in the mass media, such as radio, TV, satellite and Internet services. In this situation, the broader public takes advantage of political action. The boom in media services has also permitted different organizations in the political world to meet their target audiences effectively. For example, the Action Group of Mass media (AG), headed by Obafemi Awolowo, gave Dr.Nnamdi Azikwe an advantage over its counterpart, the NCNC Party [6]. The media's effect on political campaigns is also quickly gaining ground through an application for data & communications technology, in particular the Internet. After the general elections in 2010 in the UK, the author analyses new approaches to create an
online campaign and the movement towards politics. It is innovative and important for the advancement of citizens-initiated initiatives that voters are able to connect directly via social media.

**SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM & POLITICAL COMMUNICATIONs**

Socially networking is described like "the community of net-oriented application which builds over a political & technical foundation for Web 2.0 which permit users generates contents for creating & sharing." In recent times social media such as SNS, weblogs, microblogging and wikis are becoming ever more important in influencing US and international political communication. The role of social media in political contexts seems to be most exciting, because it can allow greater participation and democracy. Public participation is described by the researcher as a mechanism that integrates public interests, needs and values into the decision-making of government and businesses. The focus of this known as electronic participations is for only not the mechanism deprived of the use of the net like an extra or high-class resource for establishing dialogue too [7]. In connection with this, the idea of "Political 2.0" could be understand like the use for a lower transaction cost of the Internet & their abundant knowledge status for the purpose of creating more interactive democratic institutions.

The part of social media in political deliberation is increasingly being researched. The latest US presidential campaign in 2008 has demonstrated the growing value of social media technology for political communication and convincing people. It has become evident that social media can be used for communication, discussion and the distribution of important information. Young people were particularly encouraged for using social media network like a contact forum for political topics. This segment offer a summary for the social media platform work related to the political situation. They concentrate in particular on earlier analyses of the three main social media types: microblogging, SNS and weblogging.

1. **Microblogging**

Some other studies focussed on political (especially Twitter) microblogging by study focused over parliamentary or non-parliamentary use for the services. The prior literatures deals by the US in the field of legislative usage. Researchers concentrate, for example, onto the US Congress & examine the content of greater to 6,000 Congress members' tweet. They find that member of Congress regard Twitter more as the tool of self-promotion like they chiefly use Twitter platform for sharing information, particularly links to newspapers and blog posts, and to reporting on their daily work [7]. In addition, another report reports on the use of Twitter in the 2010 mid-term election season among US Senate candidates and their tweets. The findings show that as part of their election campaigns, politicians use Twitter. The amount of use, however, varies significantly depending on the degree of support that the candidate has, the regional scale and the legislative competitiveness. The contents of the tweets often refer primarily to the nominee form, and in some cases to the candidate's political affiliation. In a Twitter study adopted and employed by members of US Congress, Lessen and Brown found that Twitter users were more willing to use when their party leaders encouraged, young, and served in the Senate [8]. The effect of American politicians' usage of Twitter on change in their public opinion over time and consider no evidence that Twitter's political usage has either a positive or a negative influence on public opinions.

2. **Social network sites**

The study of publicly accessible SNS material such as Facebook has become a common way to discuss socio-political issues. Publicly submitted content, mostly obtainable like Wall post & accompanying commentaries over Facebook page or Facebook group, enables users to direct ones views & feelings onto the provided topics, new or people during permitting communal scientists & politicians to examine politics discourse. In recent research, SNS and its use by politicians have clearly been the key focus. The degree to which Congressional candidates use Facebook during elections. They considered a reliable measure of electoral success to be the number of Facebook supporters. In the background of the 2006 elections in the Netherlands, SNS indicates that politicians can meet voters with less political involvement. This strengthens current perceptions by looking at the candidate's profile. Politicians, on the other hand, are more friendly to those responding to users' comments.

In comparison, researchers are studying the use of Facebook to analyse citizens' politics online. Their findings show that Facebook is a legitimate location to discuss politics issue &. for an amount, the debate seem for having overtaken a polarization for online discuss in the past. Consider young adults' electoral uses of the SNS in the early stages of the 2008 primary presidential season. Using a survey conducted
immediately prior to Iowa Caucuses, over 3,500 18 to 24-year-olds show, while youth are recognized as a potential news source by SNS and many receive some of their news from such web pages, news types collected would likely be of little benefit in educating them or making them more democratic [9].

Moreover, given the pledge of the SNS, users are less likely to participate in politics than users of other media to raise political participation and engagement in a chronically disengaged community. Accordingly, students in graduates tend to participate in a relatively minor level of politics on Facebook as well as in other locations. Whilst youngster voter might engage in politics action, an amount of its participations was quite artificial, a level of participations suggested [10]. The most popular types of political participation are informative and resource intensive, with less political acts that call for more resource commitment (e.g. volunteering). This isolated result gives legitimacy to the belief that young people are "slacktivists," engaged in emotional modes of political activity that have little to no effect on progress.

3. Weblogs

In the political context, different branches of literature concentrate on blogosphere. The first discusses political blog uses and advantages. The trends that blogs are basically a media for the quest for political knowledge and involvement into the study of 3,747 blogs reader, that are predominantly younger & high educate. A content of political blogs consists of information on mass media news stories, introductions to other blog posts and commentators on current affairs in the mass media. The researchers also note in another paper that political bloggers build their blogs on voluntarism rather than commercially. Potential of political blogs that lead to the depolarization of political discourse by using computer-mediated communication. One argues which politics blog might provided space to discourses about securitisation which may not be founded inside mainstreams mass mediaplatform or elder kinds of web. Inside the background for the 2008 US president elections, analyse the contingent impact on the campaigning process of political blogs. Their findings demonstrate that the blogosphere in particular can affect the electoral process and outcomes. The prevalence also in non-partisan forums of political discourse. Using a random sample from Blogger.com, 25% of all political posts are from blogs written less than 20% of the time on politics. In particular, a substandard place for online policy debate is non-political areas mainly devoted to personal journals, hobbies and other topics.

SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM & INDIAN POLITICAL

Discuss the consequences of social media platform inside the nation as Indian politics? The political parties have gradually gained their popularity by too greatly 'buzz' actuality shaped around social media platform & with most young people joiner. This new and effective medium is recognized by all to communicate and to allow better contact with the masses. Indian leaders, both young and old, began to feel in one way or another the influence of social media. Nearly each politics group has now utilized social media platforms for convey a messages to general public [11].

What are the consequences for social media platform inside the nation as Indian politics? The political parties have gradually gained their popularity by too greatly 'buzz' actuality shaped around social media & with most young people joiner. This new and effective medium is recognized by all to communicate and to allow better contact with the masses. Indian leaders, both young and old, began to feel in one way or another the influence of social media. Nearly each politics group has now utilized social media platforms for convey a messages to general public. The mouth term – the recommending by somebody can faith – was a major effective way to persuade people and social networks build up several levels of confidence based upon relationships.

1. Social Media platforms & Politics groups

2 most famous National gropus – the Indian National Congress & the Bhartiya Janta Party – have recently undergone the online politics bout in Indian political landscape. Digital advertising is used to criticize each other violently. The wars of the words are used by each and every means. One tweet leads the other to react straight away. BJP called Rahul Gandhi 'Pappu' and Congress, which called Narinder Modi 'Feku' were the most famous tweets from both sides. The two sides seek to diminish the success and overplay one another's shortcomings. Both sides say that they have many supporters [12]. The politics group has its own website
that have never been visited several year ago & few of it even communicate with another social media platform. It makes the people feel that they can meet every group with their own websites & leader participating in diverse medias. There is no longer necessary to make appointments or to wait until they talk. One can access the leaders by clicking on a button.

2. Social Media platform & Lok Sabha Election

Could pervasive social networking changes a fates for politics groups now at 2014 Lok Sabha elections? There needs to be a review of the Indian population survey. India has no internet penetration. However, the number of users increases very rapidly. Into June 2013, an Internet use have risen sharply, by 190 million activated user at June 2013, according to the study conducts through IAMAI & IMRB Internationals. 131 million of these were urban operators & 60 million rural operators. In addition, there was many people using Facebook and Twitter. 37% of registered urban Indians were online & frequently uses the Internet.

India's NRI populations was 26 million. Indians. While they do not has vote right, one can do affect a vote behaviour for his/her family homeback. The demographic uses social media. This shows that there is not a small number of people who uses or getting influence directly or indirectly htrough social mediaplatforms [1]. The statistics suggest that India will be voting with a younger electorate in 2014 when it comes to thinking about the age demographic of the voters. The 18-34-years age group now makes up 31.3% population. An Election Commissions reports, there are 149.36 million first-time voters. This is the same party that accesses 24 x 7 social media. India is an 18–26 age user base (53.8%) of Facebook over other top 16 (34.7%) countries (Source: In Facebook Gold, September 2010 Facebook data), but the real fact is that these internet users rarely vote.

DISCUSSION

However, in India, the media have grown and emerged in every respect as a very strong and influential instrument. In democracies, public policy and public content, etc. as well, and people from the media can affect the audience directly or indirectly. There is always a link between Mass media and Democracy.

Press is a product of society and can be portrayed by press as a democracy of a community. Leaders of opinion control the public opinion about any country's political leaders and structure. The media therefore have a significant role to play in promoting democracy. Good connection between media and democracy. Countries that are successful democracies also have free and robust media. In the position of a 'watchdog,' the media should encourage the integrity of governments, accountability and control of decision-makers in power, and highlight policy violations, public official maladministration, judicial misconduct, and corporate scandals, as a mirror. The media functions as a powerful public opinion-making organization. This work has adequately discussed its scope and significance. The position for the mediash as a public forums was essential, the medias is the agenda setters, educating the public for pressing social problem, helping people to mediate with the state, promoting discussions on the most issue on daily, & inform public of its representatives. So better democratic was firstly of all the wide-based structure which fully serves its people (quality as far as outcomes are concerned). India therefore first needs to secure its people in order to improve democracy. Media is also a tool for social change. The media has been active for promote social value & for protection the ecology with a sponsorship of programs such as beti bachao, beti padhao, construction & upkeep for cleaner toilet, swach bharat abhiyan, water save & fuelled. In cases like any other tragedy, the media are also responsible for providing support, assistance and aid to the needy. In case of adverse situation, the media have the support lines.

CONCLUSION

The emergence of the social media has allowed the 'aam aadmi' to express political opinions unprecedented empowerment and involvement. The fact that millennials are concerned about political issues has been a successful development in the social media emergence. Previously, political conversations only involved that are reading magazine, watch new channel or took part into nuclear debates inside the villages or club. So social network have make young people in India lie down & think about political issue. One should give time studying & learning about politic. One have view over current issues and control the decision-making process of the government now. Yet it remains a conduit of hope to get young people together to vote in elections and to make use of social media to support political parties. It can take decades for the United States to duplicate and manipulate the electorate in India by using social media campaigning. True,
measurable and growing social media platform revolutions into the India’s political spaces. While it does not instantly lead to dramatic changes, they would too part a significant portion for building politics consciousness that is a massive steps onward to the emerging country such as India.
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